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ON A CLASS OF KTEINIAN GROUPS

Let C denote the Riemann sphere (C : C U { *}). A Kleinian group
G is a group of Mobius transformations (directly conformal self maps

of d; *t i"t. is discontinuous somev'here. The set of points at which G

is discontinuous is called the regular sef and is denoted by -E(G). A con-
nected component of R(G) is called a conxponent of G.

Every Mobius transformation g ca:n be written in the form z --->

(aztb)l@"+d,), ad,-bc:\. g determines a,, b, c, and. d, up to
sign, and trz(g) : (a * d)' is well defined. g is called lorod,romic if trz(g)

does not lie in the closed real segmenl l-4,4].
A Kleinian group G is called a nr grougt if every g e G, g f l, is

loxodromic, and G is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a closed

orientable surface of genus ? ,,p ) 2 . G then has a presentation of
the form e1 ,br, . . . , dp ,bo: n!-yla, ,brl ,

The main result of this paper (theorem 3) is that every np-group has
a simply connected invariant component.

Let J- be a Fuchsian zr-group acting on the lower half plane L .

A quadratic differential on l- is a holomorphic function g orr L , where

E(y@)) (y'(z))': E@), for all y e f . The space of all quadratic dif-
ferentials on J-, with norm

IlEll : , :T,'r.,lv'E@)l

is denoted by B(J-) .

Every q e BV) induces a homomorphism x* of l' into the group
of all Mobius transformations as follows. Given g , there is a unique
meromorphic function w, on L , where the Schrvartzian derivative of
uo equals p, and nea,r - i,,w*(z): LIQ + i,) + 0(z I i,l). For each
y e f , there is a unique Mobius transformation rr(/) so that'

wq.y(z):**0)owr(z), forall ze L.

A point g e BQ) is called regular if 2,, is an isomorphism, and if
every non-trivial element of r,.(l) is loxodromic. It was observed by
Kra [5], that almost, all g € B(J-) are regular.
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Our main result asserts that if g e BQ) is regular and r,r(I) is dis-
continuous, then r,r(f) has a simply connected invariant component.
One might suppose that this would imply that u* is univalent in L.
Theorem 5 shows that this is not necessarily true.

Throughout this paper we will use various well known facts about
quadratic differentials, Fuchsian and quasi-Fuchsian groups, and quasicon-
formal mappings. The reader is referred to [2] for the basic definitions
and proofs.

The author would like to thank Irll'in Kra for several conversations
during which he raised these questions.

Theorem 7z Let G be a Kleinian grouTt isom,orphic to the fund,aruental,
group of a closed, orientable surface of genus p ), 2 . Suppose that G has
an 'i,nuariant com,ponent Ro. Then Ro is sim,ply connecteil and, RolG is
a closeil orientable surface of genus 7t .

Proof : 6 is finitely generated. By Ahlfors theorem ltl S : RolG
is a closed Riemann surface from which a finite number of points have
been removed.

Assume that -Eo is not simply connected. Then by the planarity theo-
rem [6], there is a set eur,...,uq,q> L, of simple disjoint loops on B
with the following properties. No eo; bounds either a disc or a punctured
disc on ,S. Each tp; lifts to a loop on .E0. ,Eo with group G is the
highest regular covering of S for which ut , . . . , w, lift, to loops.

Let K' be the 2-complex obtained from § by passing abstract discs

9t,...,?q through 101 t...,wq. Bv lifting pr,...,?q, to abstract
discs sewed onto .Bo , in all possible \\-ays, .r,r'e see that G is isomorphic
to nr.(K') .

There are elementary homotopv equivalences to show that if q ) I ,

then nr(K') is a non-trivial free product (see 16l pgs. 352-3 and [7] pg.
228). Briefly, if wi is dividing, contract 'pi to a point: if zr'; is non-
dividing, conlract pi to a point, pull the trro pieces of surface apart
stretching the point into a l-cell, and then pull the endpoints of the l-cell
together. The resulting 2-complex 1( is clearlv a u'edge product of homo-
topically non-trivial components. Hence -r(K'): zr(K) js & non-
trivial free product.

G is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a closed orientable sur-
face, hence every subgroup of G is either free or of finite index. If G .w,ere

anon-trivialfreeproduct, G:A*8, tlneln A and B, beinginfinite
groups, would both have infinite index in G. Henee ,4 and B .rvould

both be free, and so G would be free, .u.hich it isn't.
We conclude that Ao ir simply connected. It follows at once from

the classification of surfaces that § is a closed Riemann surface of genus .p .

The following theorem is a special case of theorem a in [8].
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Theorem 2: Let G be a d-grouTt with a simpry connected, inaariant
component Ro. Then either

l) G is d,egenerate; i.e. R(G) : Rs, or
2) G is quasi-Iuchsian; i.e. there,is a nuchsian grougt I , and, a qua,si,con_

formctl homeomorgthisnt, w t ö ---ri so that G: wo lop-t.
Theorem 3z Let G be a np-group. Then G has a simgtly connecteil

'inuariant component.
Proof: Assume not. Then G has at ]east two components B, and

RL. Let H be the subgroup of G keepi"g A, invariant.
RolH is a connected component of R(G)IG. By Ahrfors theorem [r].

RolH is a finite surface, and so f1 is finitely generated.
fI is a subgroup of G, and so ä is either free, or ä is a zr_group

for some q > p. rs fl were free, then by l7l, H wourd re a scträtttrv
group, contradicting the fact t'hat, H has at least two components.

ä has an invariant component Ro. By theorem I, Ro is simplS,
connected. By assumption ao is a proper subset of R(G) c R(H) and
so, bv theorem 2, H is quasi-x'uchsian. There is then a x'uchsian group
A*, acting on the upper half plane fJ , and a grobar quasiconformal
homeomorphisrn W, where W(u'1 :pn, and" W"AoW-L-H.
Let Rr: W(L) .

11 is of finite index in G , hence ,B(G) : R(H): .80 + Ai . Ao and
R; are both invariant under 11, hence lG : El - Z , and, using the
Riemann-Httwitz formula, e:2p - l.

Let g be some element of G-H. Then gohog-LeH. Let r
denote reflection in the real axis. Tlnen lv o r o lll*t commutes with every
element of H. It follows that d:goWoroW-r is an orientation
reversing homeomorphism of _rBo, where d " h o 0-, e H for every heH .

Let I be some X'uchsian zp_group acting on t; . Leb y : G _> I
be some isomorphism, and let /: y(H). Ltll and B: RolH are
both closed Riemann surfaces of genus q , hence thev are homeomorphic.
Every isomorphism of zr(s) is induced. bv a homeomorphism of § (Niel-
sen [9], see also zieschang tl0l) . Hence there is a homeomorphism
V:U->-rBo sothat V-r"hoV:y(h) forevery. he H.

LeL y : y)(g), and set 7x : y-r o V-L o 0 . V . 7* is an orientation
reversing homeomorphism of u , and 7* commutes .*'ith every element
of Å , which is absurd.

Theorem 4: There erists a Klei,nian groult G , whi,ch is isontorphic
to the funilmmental, grouTt of a closed, ori,entable surface, and, whi,ch has no
'inuariant component.

Proof : We write the Mobius transformation z ---> (oz * §) I 0, -r- å)

- (-8, 4; - l, I),

o
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d, : (-i, 2i,; -1,2 + i), e : (l | 4i,,16;1, l-4d), f : (3 | 4i,, I2-LB|;
L, -L-4i), and g : (3i,8-6i; l, -2-3i). Let G be the group gene-

rated by a,...,g.We remark lhat G is a subgroup of the Picard
group.

Let C, and C, be the lines ,Ee z : 3 and Re z : -l , respectively.

Let Cr,...,C* lte the circles of radius I with centers at, -I, l, 3,

2+i,, d, -L+4i, L+4i, 3+4d,2+3i,3i, respectively. Let
Pr. . . , P* be the non-Euclidean planes in the upper half space,

whose boundaries are the circles Cr, . . . , Cr, , respectively. Observe that
a(Pr) : Pz ,b(Ps) : Pa, , c(Pn) : Pb , d(Pi : Pz , e(&) : Pn ,l(Pn) : Pn ,

and g(Prr) : Pn. Splitting Pn and. P, into two pieces each, using the
plane bounded. by Re z: I , we get, a polyhedron 0 whose sides are

pairwise identified by o , . . . , g. We also observe that any two interesting
sides of Q meet an angle of nlZ or n .

By Poincard's theorem (see [3] pg. 17a-S), 0 is a fundamental poly-
hedron for G. It follows tlnat R(G)IG is the disjoint union of four 3-times

punctured spheres. It also follows that' cba : d,-Lbilc : ale : g-r egf : L

is a complete set of relations for G. One sees at once that G is generated

hy b, d,, e, and g , and that these generators satisfy the one defining
relation b_l d_rbd, g_r e-L ge: L

Remark 1: G constructed above is isomorphic to a z2-group. For
erory p:3,4,. .., there is a Kleinian group which is isomorphic t'o a
zP-group, and which has no invariant component. The construction of
such groups is considerably more complicated, and not s,orth the effort,.

Theorem 5z Let G be a ?uchs'ian ne-groupt. Then there is a Mobius

transformat'ion a, aluch*ia% xtP-group T, and, aregular q€B(,I) , so

that X..(J") : a o G o a-7, anil, so that w, is not uniualent i,n L .

Proof: We normalize G so that the negative imaginary axis pro-
jects onto a simple closed curve on LIG . Thete is t'hen a smallest q > 1

sothat z-->Qz isanelement of G. Thereisalsoan *>0 sothatno
two points of

B : {")l I lzl I q, 3nl2 - a I arg z I 3tl2 - x}

are equivalent under G.
A fundamental set for G acting ort' L is a set D c L so that the

natural projection p : L --'> LfG, wher, restricted Lo D, is a one-to-one

map of D onto LlG. It is well known that there is such a fundamental
set D with the follorrying additional properties. D is bounded. by a, non-

Euclidean polygon whose sides are pairwise identified b5r elements of G ;
these elements generate G . B c D c {zll < lzl < p}.

Let u(@) be a C* real valued function with the following properties.

o isadiffeomorphism of l3nl2 - a,3nf2 f al onto l3nl2 - u,7nf2 ! x).
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a(3n12 -o):3n12 - a a'(3nf2 - o):u'(3nf2 I a):1. All the higher
derivatives of a vanish at the endpoints.

Wenowdefineafunction f on L. For ze D-8, set f(z):2.
X'or z:reioe B, set /(z) -rei,(o).If zeL-D, then there is a
geG, and a use D, so that g(w):z; set /,g(w):S"f@). One
sees atoncethat / isa c* mapof z onto i,7 iralocalhomeomor-
phism,andfore-very geG,f og:g"f .

For ze L, set p(z):frlf,.Observe that for geG,

p@(z)) s'@)ls\4 : pQ) .

By the compactness of D, there is a fr41, so tlnat lp(z) l(k. For
ze (J, set p(z): t(4. X'or ze RU{oo}, set tt(z):0.

Let' w be the global quasiconformal homeomorphism satisfying
wr:p(z)w",w(O):O,w(L):1, w(a): q. Then w(L):L, and
forevery g e G ,u) o g o ru-l isaMöbiustransformation. Set l: woeolp-7.
f " w-' is meromorphic in L , and is a local homeomorphism; hence g ,
the Schwartzian derivative of f " w-, is holomorphic. q e Be), since
(f "w-')o(wogov-t):g.(f .w-t). w* and f ,*-, haye the same
Schwartzian derivative and so there is a Möbius transformation a so
that' w* : o. (f " w*t) . It follows that r*(l) : s o Q o s-t .

Remark 2: There is a simple modification of the above construction
to yield the same result starting with a quasi-x'uchsian group G. There
is also an obvious modification of the construction to yield a sequence of
quadratic differentials pn in different spaces Bg"), with the same
properties.

Remark 3: Let p e BQ) be as in theorem 5. Then by quasiconformal
stability [4], there is a neighborhood U of g, so that for every V efJ ,r*(f) is quasi-X'uchsian and w* is not univalent.

Remark 4: Let J- be a Fuchsian zr-group. It is not knovm whether
or not there is a regular E e BQ) so that e* is not univalent.

Remark 5: Let g e BQ) be as in theorem 5. It was shown by Kra
[5] that w*(L) : d , and that w* is not a colrer map.

Massachusetts fnstitute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. U.S.A.
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